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Engine starter - Reversing starter combination 5,5kW
3RK1325-6LS71-3AA3

Siemens
3RK1325-6LS71-3AA3
4011209823907 EAN/GTIN

1065,11 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (USA)

Motor starter 3RK1325-6LS71-3AA3 Type of motor starter Reversing starter, With short-circuit release, Rated control supply voltage Us at DC 20.4 ... 28.8V, Type of voltage
for actuation DC, Rated operational power at AC-3, 400 V 5.5kW, Rated operational current Ie 12A, Rated operational current at AC-3, 400 V 12A, overload release current
setting 1.5 ... 12A, tripping class other, connection type main circuit other, design of electrical connection for auxiliary and control circuit other, type of coordination according to
IEC 60947-4-3 class 1, degree of protection (IP ) IP65, supports protocol for ASI, width 294mm, height 215mm, depth 159mm, SIRIUS motor starter M200D AS-i
communication: AS-Interface reversing starter standard electronically switching AC-3, 5.5 kW / 400 V 1.5 A... 12.00 A electronic thermistor overload protection:
THERMOCLICK / PTC with brake contact 400 V AC 4DI / 1DO AS-i Han Q4/2 - Han Q8/0 with manual on-site operation and key switch motor starter SIRIUS M200D for
starting, monitoring and sc Protection of motors and consumers for use in the field, e.g. in conveyor technology. The robust motor starters with a high degree of protection for
AS-Interface are easy to configure and, thanks to the modular starter concept and pre-assembled cables, can be installed, commissioned and serviced quickly and without
errors be replaced. The integration of associated sensors is supported. The use of the devices increases system availability thanks to a comprehensive diagnostics concept
and sophisticated system monitoring. The Motor Starter ES software is available for configuration, commissioning, operation and diagnostics. The motor starters are approved
worldwide (e.g. IEC and UL/CSA) and IE3/IE4ready. Available as direct or reversing starters with different motor current ranges, optionally with electromechanical or electronic
switching, optionally with brake control or local manual on-site operator panel. On A comprehensive range of accessories suitable for all M200D motor starters is available, eg
pre-assembled cables. SIRIUS M200D - The robust motor starter for decentralized drive solutions.
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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